Verticook®
Cage grills (30 x 51 cm) are
set vertically and parallel to
the fire box. Fat thus never
drips on the glowing embers.
No flames, no carcinogenic
fumes!

The upper chamber is designed to
facilitate lighting and to allow
convenient timing of the cooking
phase (with the use of the lid)

Lighting
chamber
shutters

Four positions
for food
thickness
Closed

Vertical fire box
(7,5 cm thick)

The legs can be folded over very
easily without the need of tools.
Against a wall, it will only use 24 cm
in width. The barbecue VerticookTM
can typically be stored in a garage
beside the car..

Collapsible support
frame
Fire box bottom grid
Removable ashtray

Fat drip tray (enamelled steel)

Modular grilling
capacity: the dividing
partitions allow to
operate only part of the
firebox
(1/4 - 1/2 - 3/4).

Opened

The lighting system

Vertical barbecue principle

(cross-section view)

Verticook®
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The fire is lit in the lighting
chamber (1) with the shutter (3) in
the closed position. The holes in
shutter (3) allow the entrance of
air for combustion.
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A unique and
revolutionary barbecue
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Glowing embers are
formed in the lighting
chamber (1)
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If the cooking phase must be postponed,
lid (4) is placed on the lighting chamber
(1). Combustion is thereby drastically
reduced, without being stopped. For
resuming, the lid (4) is simply removed. A
hot air convection draught will reactivate
combustion rapidly (1).

The fire box contains a « wall of embers ». In addition to
the hot air which evacuates upwardly, infrared
radiations (Ir) are emitted in all directions, including
horizontally. The food is essentially grilled by being
submitted to such radiations.

Grills food with your health in mind
Easy lighting
Large capacity: (30 x 51cm) x 2
Modular capacity
Robust and stable
Uses minimal storage space

The foodstuff (a) is set vertically and parallel to the
firebox, in cage grills (c).
The fats included in the foodstuff drain off downwards
and are collected in a container (p). They never come in
contact with the embers. The risk of generating
carcinogenic compounds (for example benzopyrene) is
highly reduced.
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Dimensions (cm)
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To start the cooking phase,
shutters (3) are opened. This
causes the embers to fall in the
firebox (2) and create a « wall of
embers ».
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VERTICOOK
LRPS S.P.R.L.
37, rue Joseph Mathieu
1300 Limal, Belgium

Weight: 28 Kg

http://www.verticook.com

verticook.com

